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Team of Language Nest

What is the use of  this?



Sagi Rama Krishnam Raju
 Engineering College (SRKREC),

 established in 1980, is a 
self-financed academic 

institution of coeducation 
striving to provide a high 

quality technical education 
to engineering aspirants.

 Being one of the premier and 
well-established technical 
institutions of the country, 

it continues to render service 
to the nation and the world 

at large with its alumni 
holding highly prestigious

 positions and making substantial
 contribution.

SRKREC
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Language nest is an independent 
student-driven club

 aimed at organizing language and
 literary activities to promote leadership

 and organizational skills among
 students right from their first year of 

admission. The club is run by an elected
 student body consisting of only

 first year member-students.This student
 body plans and executes its 

activities under the supervision
 of an advisory committee headed

 by the professor in-charge
 Training and Placement Cell. 

ABOUT LANGUAGE NEST
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The club organizes events once every
 month besides one annual event

 in January. All the events are open
 for the students of all the years and
 their participation and performance 
is recognized with certificates and/or

 prize money.
 

Objective
To promote language and leadership skills among
students by encouraging them to use their creative

prowess.
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    On 8th January ,our beloved vice president of
our college S.V.Rangaraju garu, our admirable
principal Dr.M. Jagapathi Raju garu, and our

friendly HOD Of English department
B.H.V.N.Lakshmi madam have attended the

inauguration of our club the language nest, all
our staff of English department made their
presence there. The program went on very

energetically and memorably, students have
sung songs and gave dance performances and
some even performed stand up comedy , and

some gave dialogue delivery. All that
environment gave chills from tip of the toe to

top of the head, making the inauguration of our
club a grand success. And that success is

carried till day in every event and competetion
our club has conducted

INTRODUCTION OF
THE NEST
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staffing of the body
 You might have doubts about how the body members

who belong to the first year did manage the whole
association for a whole year and were maintaining it
still. And we've followed the very normal procedure

of
 " BY THE PEOPLE" where all the heads of the body
members were elected using voting. That is how our
LANGUAGE NEST TEAM LEADERS got elected
to their respective positions. The votes were allotted

to them according to the voter's belief over the
contested member's oath. Voting is done by the body
members and Contestants made campaigning videos
by addressing all their creative thoughts to lead the
association forward which was a huge success and

proved all their words by their works. 
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LOGISTICS

ATA
GEMENT

DOCUMENTATION

FINANCE

UAGE NEST
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TEAM OF LANGUAGE NEST

Ch. Sai Ram
Vice President

K. Karthik
President

M.S. Sowmya
GS

P.Y.N.S.V Prasad
GS

G. Hemanth
JS Documentation

K.Manaswini
JS Data 

Management

D.S.Sushmanjali
JS Finance

S.Murari
JS Public
Relations

S.Pavan 
JS Logistics

S.Divakar
JS Publicity

P.G.Shankar
JS Planning
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OUR EBM'S

• G. Hemanth (ECE).
• G. Lakshmi Sreeja (AIML).
• M. Abhishek (IT).
• B. Yugandhar (ECE).
• P. Naga Satyavathi Devi (ECE).
• B. Krishna Sai (AIDS).
• Shaik Ashiya Sultana (CSE).

T. Sai Samanvi (ECE).
T. Bala Ravi Teja (CSBS).
P. Mutyalu (AIDS).
B. Ganesh (AIML).
R. Jai Sree Ganesh (EEE).
D. Charishma(ECE).
M. Neha (AIDS).

PLANNING

K.Charishma (ECE).
B.Soniya (IT).
S.V.V.Sahiti (ECE).
D.Praveen (ECE).
B.Subramanyam (ECE).
V.Murahari (IT).
B.Ankith (CSE).
B.V.Sai Suresh(AIML)

DATA MANAGEMENT

LOGISTICS

P. Bhaskar Prabhat  (CSBS)
M. Anjana (ECE).
V. Kalyani(AIDS) 
D. Damodar (ECE).
R. Bhavishya(AIDS) 
P. Gamya Geethika (ECE).

DOCUMENTATION
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 N. Harika (EEE).
 K. Abhishek (ECE).
 K. Deeptanush (AIML).
 T. Varshit (AIML).
 S.Teja (CSE).
 N.Sanjay(ECE).

FINANCE

A.Ramsai (AIDS).
L.Rohini (AIDS).
K.Gowri (AIDS).
P.Sujatha (ECE).
B.Vamsi (CSBS).
K.Syam Sandeep (AIML).
A.Uma gayatri(IT).

G. S. S. S. Sriram (ECE).
M. D. Roshan Ali (ECE).
Y. Likitha (ECE).
T. Harshini (ECE).
D. Narendra Varma (CSE)
T. Kavya (ECE).
M. Lakshmana (Civil).
M. Sai Surya (Mech).
P. Jaswanth Kumar (ECE).
K. Hari Priya (Civil).
S. Siva Kasi Vinay (CSE).

PUBLIC RELATIONS

PUBLICITY



EVENTS ORGANISED
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Gadget review is one of the online
events conducted by our Language Nest
team. The event's main objective is to
get participants to think about a detailed
description of a gadget and to analyze it
in a clear-cut review that details
positives and negatives. Participants
have chosen various gadgets to review.

 
 

During the Language Nest's 
CURRENT TALK event held on March

21st, 2022, each participant was allowed to
choose a current trending topic and explain

their opinion briefly with a more in-depth
explanation. Taking part in this event

provides a chance to overcome stage fright.

Current Talk

Gadget Review
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On 21st March 2022, The Language
Nest team conducted an event called
"KNOW YOUR FRIEND" at the
Training and placement cell.
Mrs.K.Aruna Kumari Assistant
Professor in the Department of
English, and Mr.M.Shankar Attending
Professor in the Department of English
fulfilled the roles of judges.
Participants are intended to have a
discussion with their friend and learn
more about him/her, which ultimately
gives them a chance to improve their
speaking skills.

 
The Language Nest team conducted

an event called "NEWS
REPORTING" where a participant

plays the role of reporter and
addresses the issue in their own way.

The purpose of this is to improve their
ability to think over particular aspects

of society as well as their speaking
abilities.

News Reporting

Know Your Friend
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The Language Nest team organized an event
called "PROBLEMS OF ENGINEERING
YOUTH" where participants were asked to
describe the problems facing by an average
engineering student. As the judging is done
by a senior professor, it gives the participants
the opportunity to provide possible solutions
to the problem they addressed, and it helps
them improve their communication skills.

 

In poetry recitation many students
participated and brought out thier talent.
In this event, students recited not only

 English poems but also Telugu poems.
This event was conducted in online mode.
But students confidently and wonderfully
recited and made this event successful. 

 

Poetry Recitation

Problems of Engineering Youth



 
Debating a question without settling it is

better than settling a question without
debating it.

Debate's importance is evident from this
quotation alone. Language Nest organized a

debate competition to develop students'
analytical, speaking, and interactive skills.
There were 5 topics on which participants

could choose 1 to debate. Students' debating
skills amazed the judges and participants

were extremely satisfied with their
performances.

Know Your Guru
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Debate

Teaching is the profession that teaches all the
other professions

On the occasion of teacher’s month from 5th
September to 5th October, students were
given an opportunity to interview their

beloved teachers. During the event, both
teachers and students were pleased with the

interaction. Students were overwhelmed with
joy listening to the life stories of their very

own teachers. Each of their stories was
inspiring and served as a boost to students'

confidence..
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Photography is an art of teleporting
the past into future. Photos are like

return tickers for moments that
would otherwise be lost. Keeping
this in view Language Nest held a

photography competition on the 5th
of September. A substantial number

of students took part actively and
showcased their talent in the art of

photography. The fantastic works of
the students are posted on the

Language Nest Instagram handle.
Although there was fierce

competition among the students.
 S. Tejo varma and N. Sanjay

grabbed the prize for their amazing
photographs

Photography

Photos are like return
tickers for moments that
would otherwise be lost.
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The most awaited grand event of
Language Nest was Cultural event
held in  SRKREC's I block. This

event encouraged the young minds
to speak out themselves and also
to support others. Students from
all branches enjoyed the whole

event. A cultural event is an event
designed for entertainment

purpose and also to encourage the
young talent of our SRKREC. 

New talents of dancing and
singing were shown up on the

stage. By bringing people together,
cultural activities create social

solidarity, foster social inclusion,
empower communities, build

capacity, build trust, civic pride,
and tolerance. This was a great

experience for all of them. Their
performances were amazing and it

was a great amusement for the
students. Everyone pleased by all
the events conducted by Language

Nest and wished for many more
like these.....

CULTURAL EVENT



whAT IS THE USE OFwhAT IS THE USE OFwhAT IS THE USE OF
THIS?THIS?THIS?

 
 Language nest club allows you to explore a language
outside of the structure and formality of a classroom
sitting. You may feel more comfortable speaking in

this environment if there are parts of the language you
aren't grasping. 

All the events conducted will be very flexible to
the students and help them in improvising their

creative thinking which is very important to face
today's heavy competition in the society.

Language nest Club helps to boost the confidence in
students so that they can freely communicate. The good

thing about creating a nest is giving chance to students to
learn communication with fun and it is also a place for
students to improve their English and communication.

 

This club conducts events every month. There will be
various events(around3-4) every epoch. Annually we

conduct NOBLE EVENT and ANNUAL EVENT.
Cultural events will be conducted every now and then to

bring the young talent out of our SRKR students.
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 KYC - Know Your Campus - A Video Documentary/ Campus Tour in English. 
 KYF – Know Your Senior/Friend
 My Philosophy of Life
 Inspiring Personalities of our Times (from business, politics, sports, arts, social    
 service,etc.) 
  My favourite Engineer from 21st century
 Elocution – a talk on a prepared topic in English 
    Extempore – a spontaneous talk on given topic
Controversial Conversations – debates on topics like ‘Is Climate Change Real?’
  Reproducing the historic Speeches of accomplished men and women
 Story Narration 
 Movie Review
 Creative Writing – writing inspired by random pictures/ experiences
 Vocab Quiz – quizzing the GRE/CAT/GMAT vocabulary
 Vlogging – vlogs on unique places in your village/town
Sports Commentary – giving voiceover to a muted sports video
Wildlife Commentary – giving voiceover to a muted video on wildlife.

PROPOSED EVENTS FOR LANGUAGENEST

 Music – vocal (classical, western, folk), instruments
(classical, western, folk)
 Dance – classical, western, folk
 Mimicry 
 Photography 
 Live Painting 
 Short films – Telugu/ English
 Stand-up Comedy 
 Re-enacting movie scenes with dialogues
 Monologues
 Beauty Contest in traditional outfit.
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Advisory commitee

M.SHANKAR
 CHIEF COORDINATOR

 
Dr.B.H.V.N.LAKSHMI

CHEIF INCHARGE

K RAMESH VIJAY BABU
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR

CH.RUPA JHANSIRANI
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR

N.PAVAN  KUMAR
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR

K.ARUNA KUMARI
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR

HARI NAIR
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR

P.VIJAY KUMAR
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR

B.PAVAN KUMAR
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR

MD. RIYAZ
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR

Dr.P.BHUVANESHWARI
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR

Dr.N.SATISH KUMAR
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR




